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Abstract

Toddlers utilize environmental cues as they develop their own

:::)
unique literacy competencies. This article presents a description

of integrated reading writing, and language behaviors characteristic

of 18 rronth old children.
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An Exploration of Environmental

Correlates of Early Childhood Literacy

Reading researchers have studied aspects of reading and in particu-

lar have focused on the acquisition of preschool literacy (Ciafel, 1982;

Ferreiro, 1984; Goodman & Altwerger, 1981). Ea.rly rea...--7-LLIg ability may

be defined in different ways as occurring in kindergarten (Durkin, 1959;

Tbrry, 1969), during the preschool years of three to five (Goodall,

1984; Hiebert, 1981), or earlier (Doman, 1964; Xrippner, 1963; Roger,

1966; Soderbergh, 1971). The age of a child is apparently not a hin-

drance to learning to read early as long as s/he is ready to read.

Children themselves through awareness of and manipulation of environmen-

tal print demonstrate their readiness to read in unique ways.

Literacy Behaviors

Don Holdaway's (1979) concept of literacy set motivated the present

study's intent to examine literary behaviors in very young children, es-

pecially those who have not yet been exposed to the formality inherent

in the nursery school experience. Just how early in life do children

begin hypothesizing and interacting with their environment? Two child-

ren, a boy, 17 months old, and a girl, 18 months old, were chosen with

the expectation that both would exhibit behaviors indicative of natural

cognitive and environmental 1 gs as well as developmental charac-

teristics of familial soadliza'tion practices. Too often we undervalue

and underestimate children's cognitive processes and their ability to

control their own learning and never pore so than at this early age.

It is a somewhat novel but powerful idea to accept the principle that

children are perfectly capable of teaching themselves (Bissex, 1984;
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Holdaway, 1979) and -of selecting just the right balance of environmental

components necessary for learning to occur.

Environmental

bur recurring environmental factors in the literature are summar-

ized by 'Peale (1978) as follows: 1) access to and. extent of print; 2)

modeling by parents and others; 3) opportunities for child interaction

with literacy tools; and 4),positive response froth significant persons

in the child's environment. Of the four characteristics, probably the

Last one is the most important not only frccn a literacy and linguistic

standpoint, but also frun a total concept of child development. Parents

are the primary agents of holistic and effective child environmental in-

teractions. Response is not synonymous with formal instruction although

the actual result is unplanned imdividualized_instruction. Parents are

important to the child on four points: 1) formation of ateittries and

expectations about reading; 2) serving as reading models; 3) participa-

ting in the child's literacy activities; and 4) consciously teaching.

Generally speaking, most parents are aware that they are an impor-

tant part of their child's learning tcrread on a theoretical level, but

they are not consciously aware of their role as reading teachers within

the family environment. Manipulation of environmental factars, first by

parents and later by teachers, encourages children to engage in increas-

ingly independent literacy behaviors such as reading aloud to others,

looking at books, pretend reading, and scribbling (King, 1977: Leicher,

1984; Loughlin 1982; Sheehan & Cole, 1983). The experiences provided

by parents are the ordinary ones of daily lire, but these simple events

are the very ones that define literacy parameters for the child.

4
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Home response, i n Holdaway's (1979, p. 39) opinion must be "a sim-

pie giving and taking of pleasure in which a parent makes no demands on

the child, but is deeply gratified by the lively responses and questions

that normally arise." The home environment is marked by the quality of

the interactions, an attitude of acceptance and nofi-oorrection; in short,

by.loving attention.

Description of Tasks

The tasks for both children focusea on reading-like and writing-

like behaviors because of the children's ages and also because of lan-

guage development. At 18 months of age children are just beginning to

talk. and are able to say only a few words, principally nouns. Both

children were given books to look at and the researcher simply observed

their behavior. Books were selected from the children's own collections.

The writing task was handled the same way. Paper and markers were pro-

vided and behavior noted. It was intended to administer a print aware-

ness test (Goodman & Altwerger, 1981) utilizing materials collected pre-

viously, but the test could scot be given to both children. Only kan,

the boy, was given the print awareness test as he was tested in the

morning. Marcia, the 18 month old girl, was tested he evening aroundq
5:30 p.m.; she tired after about 45 minutes and wanted her supper so

the print awareness test was eliminated.

Observed Behavior and Interpretation

Ryan

The writing task was split into two sections at Ryan's "request."

He played with the marking pens (regular size), removed the caps, ex-

changed them, dropped them, etc. After about three minutes of this
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activity, he lost interest in the pens and obviously didn't want to scrib-

ble on the paper provided. We went on to thee print awareness and book

tasks before coming back to the writing. The seqpnd time Ryan's mother

printed his name on the paper, pointed to it and Ryan began writing.

'The most interesting thing that happened during the session was that

Ryan got ink on his fingers, apparently for the first time. He was sur-

prised, turned his hands this way and that, showed than to his sister,

Stacy, and reexamined them. He was so fascinated with his

he refused to have them cleaned.

that

When he oontinued his writing, he used the pointed tip of the pen's

cap to write with and finally handed the sheets to his mother. She asi-

ed, him, "Are you going tc write any more?" He replied, "Dour (down)

so his sister put him down on the floor. As he was getting down, he

Icnoch..1d the papers -'on the floor, said "Oh, oh," picked than up, and

re-piled them on the table. Then he handed the written papers to his

mother seeking approval for what he had done. His sense of product was

beginning.,

I drew a flower on another sheet of paper. Ryan fiddled with the

pens in front of him. The sequence was as follows: he had a cap, reached

for another cap which- didn't,fit on the pen he had because it was al-

ready capped. He reached for the uncapped pen, put the cap on, examined

his inky hands, took off the cap again and put it on his forefinger. In

the meantime I'Lad drawn a smiling face next to the flower. Ryan touch-

ed the smiling face and then traced o,rer it and the flower the pen

but very lightly. Then he put the pen in his mouth because his back

teeth were cutting. I played the spider game with him; he hesitated at
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first, then smiled-and finally laughed.

The two drawings/writings attached show an awareness of print even

at this early age. I refer specifically to the clear directionality ev-

ident in the writing samples. Were he exposed to print that is not lin-

ear, see Marste, Burke, and Woodward (1981, p. 106) for examples of He-

brewand Arabic scribbles, am sure his Writing would probably exhibit

other characteristics more like the print he encountered in his environ-

ment. The scribbling he did for n is right on target for his age group.

It is clearly imitative of a line which is typical of 18 month-old child-

ren. This indicates developing directionality so incortant in learning

to read and write spontaneous. Scribbling is part of the adaptive be-

havior anticipated from 17-18 month-olds.

Most of Ryan's behavior reflected his interest in the writing in-

struments available to him. No crayons or pencils were evident possibl

because at the time of the observation the family was living in a motel

while thmother went to school. Ryan had his books, paper, and narrow

marking pens. All of the kehavior associated with the mating pens is

exploratory and developmental in nature. He was engaged in finding out

for himself what markers do, which end is for writing, whether or not

the caps write, whether the cap of one pen fits another pen, etc. Active

participation makes the child aware of the functions of reading And

writing (bissex, 1981; Robecx & Wiseman, 1960; Smith, 1982)

Another interesting detail was the language 1sed. At first,

seemed restrictive but soon the age of the child and what could be

pected developmentally became apparent. Fry (1972) states that 18-

month-old children on the average have a vocabulary of as many as ten
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words. Ryan's words follow: "Oh, oh," "Mama, "crer" (crackers, "baby,"

"pretty," "ki-cat" (kitty cat;, "horsie," "duck, "sna (snake), "ball,"
/

"here," "Dir" (daddy) , "dow" (down), and "plealse." Note the principle

of approximationzt work in the developrent of oral language production-.

This principle refgrs to the continuous self-initiated, self-monitored,

and self-corrected attempts by the child to master his communicative

enviramment. Social interaction is stimulated blitamily members who all

know what the child's approximations mean and who are non-critical of

his attests.

third eavelopnental task hotixiby the Scale is the ability to

out two separate oral ins which Ryan was able to do. His

told him to bring me an ackiertisernant that had cone in the nail

and he also was asked to hand me certain things in the room. There is

an increaW.ng amount of evidence suggesting that reading and writing

do not develop in linear but rather in parallel fashion (Clay, 1977;

De FOrd, 1981; Holdaway, 1979; Kane, 1982; Robeck & Wiseman, 1980).

Ultimately, the language arts are not mutually exclusive, but each re-

inforces tge others to varying degrees and leads the child to new chal-

lenges in literacy development.

The Print Adareness Task. One of those challenges is increasing

competence in deciphering everyday print. Only two of the four condi-

tions of Goodman & Altwerger's test were used because of the very young

age of the child. TheseoNnditions were: 1) condition 1, two-dimension-

al print in context (the actual label itself with distinctive color, size,

snape, etc. ) , and 2) condition 2, black and white xeroxed copies of two-

dimensional print.
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During the print awareness task, Ryan was Shown a total of twelve

labels and gave positive responses to six of them. Only two positive

responses occurred once the print was placed in condition 2. These were

to the Doritos and K©,1 -Aid bags. The positive responses were to the

following stimuli: a Writos bag, a Hershey wrapper, a Kool-Aid package,

a Ruffles bag, a Ritz cracker box, and a coke can. Previously, positive

responses were defined verbally; that is, as an oral reading of-sore of

the print on the label or an oral identification of the contents in a

generic sense as in chips for alffles or candy for Hershey.

Now, however, because of the developmental language level of the

child, positive responses were redefined as actions: 1) .,ointing; 2)

touching the label 3) obvious interest; 4) eye movements; 5) looking

at the label as opposed to glancing; 6) hesitation in looking at the ob-

ject; 7) reaching toward the stimulus; 8) vocalization (whether or not

it was intelligible; 9) expression of any emotion; or 10) facial expres-

sion. Negative responses were as: 1) no flicker of interest

at all; 2) failure to look at the_34mulus; 3) turning the head away;

4) falling back on his pillow; and 5) total lack of response.

Judging from the pattern of positive and negative responses, it is

clear that children of this age can and do react to environmental print

as long as the print is displayed in condition 1 andior, condition 2;

that ,is, in a two-dimensional print context. The six positive res-

ponses to print with familiar accompanying coloi, size, shape, texture,

or script decreased.to two positive ones once the accompanying features

charateristic of the print were removed.

The two positive responses in condition 2 were to Doritos and
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Kool-A-1 bags. There are two possible reasons for these reactions.

me first one is developmental in nature; that is to say, the child is

not bounded by a static ceiling on what he recognizes printwise. He

Is simply .more facile in condition I and is initiating the transition

to condition 2. The two reuponses may also be attributable to nothing

more than familiarity with the products through usage, the springboard

to the world of literacy.

The most outstanding example of the meshing of verbal, motor, affec-

tive, and cognitive responses occurred when Ryan was presented with the

Doritos bag as a stimulus. He looked at it, reached for it, touched it,

played with it, and opened it up to see what was inside. He knew what

it was supposed to contain because he'looked disappointed and became

angry when4le realized it was empty. Vocalization was emphatic, to say

the least! Finally, his mother gave him a chip from another bag and

he was happy and ready to continue with the book task.

The Book Task. The book task consisted of observing Ryan handling

his books and noting his reading-like behaviors. Most of Ryan's books

are of the hardback variety, both the covers and the pages. Significant

behaviors are listed below.

The most important characteristic of the familial environment is

the interaction between the child, his parents and older siblings. The

studies cited previously concur that the home environment should be in-

teractive, warm, Loving, and accepting of any behavior exhibited by

the child. Ryan would not look at any books until his mother or sister

held him on their laps. By his actions Ryan showed unequivocally that

he wanted, adult attention as he offered the book to each of them

1 0
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individually, bounced around, reached for then, etc.

The book was handed to Ryan upside down and while he was making

sure that ail adults were paying attention, he didn't not 0e that it

was upside down. He sat down anyway and'began turning the pages for-

wards and backwards. Apparently, in this task as in the writing task,

he is at approximately the same level of development. He is sorting,

out the very beginnings of print directionality in both reading and

writing-like behaviors. This observation supports the idea of the lam- .

guage arts coi.developing and, if so at this early age, why not mere so

as the child gets older?

Another reading-like behavior that Ryan showed was a deliberate

insistance on voice reading. The researcher had asked his mother just

to hold him on her lap, do nothing, and let his actions be observed.

Mothers, however, must be so programmed to mother-Child Interaction,

that she began turning the pages for him, but she didn't read aloud.

It didn't take long for that to pall before Ryan made his expectation

known by saying "book." The book he had was his favorite one, but it

quickly lost its appeal when it wasn't being read aloud. He repeated

"book" as his request for oral reading, but when no reading occurred,

he closed the book and tossed it up over his right shoulder. In other

words, it was clear that if no one was going to read aloud to him, the

story was over as far as he was concerned.

TWo instances of story prediction (Bridges, Winograd, & Haley,

1983; Holdway, 1979; Rhodes, 1981; Tompkins & Webeler, 1983) occurred

during the session. Both were during the reading of a book on baby

animals. Before his mother could read the text, Ryan supplied "ki-cat"
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for "kitty cat" thus denonstr4ing the familiarity principle so stressed

by all the researchers on preschool reading. Further on, his mother

said, "Baby " and Ryan supplied "duck."

The last principle to be discussed is that of self-selection of

books. Once again, because of the child's age, adult concepts, in this

case interest, ha ,'to be redefined in terms of active behavior. Ryan

very neatly assisted in the redefinition by the flurry of activity he

demonstrated.. He handled all the books individually, turned each one

backwards and forwards and over and over, offered various bcoks to his

mother or sister, said "Here" as he handed the author three books that

were obviously not uncbr consideration, arld finally decided= a book.

Once the selection was made, he climbed on the bed next to his mother

assumed an appropriate sitting posture, and began turning the pages.

Even though the book was upside down, he was enjoying "reading" the

book himself. This re-enact4.ng behavior is more sophisticated than

the reading-listening behavior-described earlier.

Observed Behavior and Interpretation

Marcia

The Writing Task. For the writing task, Marcia, like Ryan, was

given paper and a large marker. Her scribbling shows both horizontal,

vertical, and circular characteristics and the volume, of course, is

noteworthy. Do girls "talk" more at this age than boys? DeVelopmenta-

lists claim that girls do, in fact, achieve oral fluency much more rap-

idly than boys do. From the variety of writing stokes demonstrated,

it seems reasonable that Marcia is a little further along developtien-

tally than Ryan although still well within the normal range for this

12
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age group.

Cne relevant_ factor. in Marcia's case is that themmother said that

Marcia was extremely interested whanever she (the mother) was writing

her college papers. The nether also said that Marcia was so interest-

ed that she began writing instruction with her, but stopped after two

days because she Celt that she was pushing Marcia too far too fast.

The self-regulation principle prevails in home writing instruction as

well as in reading. ThiS instruction probably explains the clear

visible on the sample.

Marcia exhibited exploratory behavior similar to Ryan's with re-

gard to the writing instnuents available. The author's pencils were

extremely attractive to Marcia and she showed excellent motor control

for her age. The writing sample, however, does not show evidence of

this control because she placed the gaper on the couch as she experimen-

ted with the pencils.

The writing sample Shows that Marcia is very aware of the edges

of the paper and of the space that she thinks should be filled. Clay,

1979, links reading and writing when she says lack of parent and child

book sharing may cause the child to perceive and consequently to manipu-

late two-dimensional space ineptly. Even with an oral reading back-

ground, the child must grapple with the differences in figurative (pic-

tures, drawing) and spatial (print, writing) relationships (Ferreiro,

1978, 1984).

There are probably several interpretations of Marcia's space util-

ization: 1) She has probably not yet divorced the picture/print con-

cepts and since her books' pages are full, so is her writing sample;

13
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2) The mother reported that Marcia is very conscious that she is not

supposed to mark on the furniture; hence, her precocious conceptual de-

velopment of paper's available space; 3) As was suggested above, per-

haps she simply has more to "say" whatever they fop of that expression

may be.

Again, as did.Ryan Marcia exhibited cohesive motor, verbal, affec-

.

tive, and cognitive behavior when she was playing with the pens and pen-

cils in the author's purse. From playing with the pencils, she pro-.

gressed to opening the purse and examining its contents. She didn't

want to give up when told by her mother to stop. The only way to stop

her was to divert her with the mcl..kers, but then the same thing occur-

red with them. She didn't want to put away the markers when we wanted

to move on to the book task. Children of this age have an extensive

period of concentration when the task engages their interest and is

self-initiated. They certainly do show an abbreviated form of Holda-

way's idea regarding the .tension line of challenge and relaxation,

tension and reward in respect to the learning tasks they have set for

themselves (1979, p. 96).

The vocabulary level is comparable to Ryan's and equivalent to the

level set by the Language Evaluation Scale. Marcia's words are "agua,"

"water," "cops," "cinco" (five), "ya ya" (a hurt), "Butterball," (the

name of the dog) , "pi pi" (a chicken), "moo," "book," "ya no" (no morel,

"papa" (supper), "venga" (come here) and so forth. I am sure that

she has much more vocabulary in Spanish than she does in English be-

cause she is with a Nicaraguan baby sitter all day while her parents

are gone. Contrary to what same writers have indicated, bilingualism

1.4
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at this age has not hurt her acquisition onglish vocabulary.

The Print Awareness Task. The bock test was more difficult than

anticipated. After the lengthy writing task, the play with the purse

and the markers, Marcia was not overly interested in looking at books.

The problem was further complicated by Posita, the live-in sitter, who

was trying to he the child perform. Marcia would:be given a book

upside down to watch her behavior, but the sitter would turn it right

side up, begin turning ..the pages for her, and asking her questions in

Spanish, such as Como se llama el guau guau. ("What's the dog's

Che interesting behavior did manifest, however, when her !father

was saying "Let's look at the horsie." Marcia responded with the ap-

propriate sound effects for horse, cow, and dog (Cataldo, 1983, p. 212).

This vocalization was interpreted as a beginning attempt to define

words through the use of onomatopoeia.

When Marcia finally did consent to looking at books, the previous-

ly stated principles also applied. Her mother or the sitter were part

of the interactive environment as they read to her daily. Marcia final-

ly exhibited same reading-like behavior when her mother handed her a

book to look at. She went to the couch, assumed a reading position,

put the book between her legs, and began turning the pages the normal

way from right to left. She did not turn pages backwards, as Ryan did,

but instead closed the book when she reached the end which was inter-

preted as a clear conception of "story's end" sine the behavior was

consistent. After about five minutes of solo book activity, she moved

closer to her nother for reassurance and patted her face and arm.

15
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Then the phone rang and Marcia followed her mother to answer it.

When they got back, Marcia went to turn on "la tele" (the television)

and was told to turn it off. When the nether said "Hcre's your book,"

Marcia responded with "Ya no (no more) and became more adamant about

"papa" (supper) so the session was terminated.

Summary and Implications

Some of the difficulties encountered in studying children at this

early age were the following:

1. The age of the child and the level of language development

meant that the researcher must devise new interpretative

criteria to explain the child's behavior.

Thy : researdwrmust depend more on his /her cum "feel" for the

children, for what is normal, developmental behavior, and for

what can reasonably be expected frcxn the child.

The researcher must be etremely sensitive to the child and

his/her attempts to interact with the adults in.his/her en-

vironment.

4. The age of the child, i.e. , the younger the child, means that

the researcher's time with that child may not be as extended

as with an older subject.

5. The need at this age for parental (and/or significant others)

interaction and support frequently means that thAresearcher

cannot carry out the tasks as planned.

Some observed developmental behaviors at 17-18 months of age were:

1. Playful learning.

2. Self-initiated, controlled, and terminated activity.

16
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Exploratory and discovery behaviors.

4. Responses and behaviors: are multi-sensory in nature.

5. Book-reading behaviors:

a. Page turning.

b. Sitting in a certain position.

e. Clear indication of story's end.

d. Sparta eons. naming of picutres in the book.

e. Handling of books and book selection.

f. Solo looking at books for a brief timespan.

Writing behaviors:

a. Directionality.

b. Horizontal, vertical, ar..4 circular forms.

c. Handling and experimenting with different writing instru-

ments.

d. Sense of a written product.

Major reading principles elicited were:

1. Parents respond positively to the child's reading and writing

attempts.

2. The language arts are integrated even at this early age.

3. The child's reading and writing behaviors are context- depen-

dent.

4. The child's early attempts are approximations which arc con-

tinually refined.

5. Reading and writing concepts are defined inn active behaviors;

re, pointing, touching, looking, glancing, etc.

6. Family literacy events stimulate the child's interest In

17
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reading and writing.

The most positive conclusion as a result of the study is a new

awareness of the volume, as well as the quality of the material, to be

gained fram children of this age group. Their innate ability to direct

their learning processes in intelligent ways is more impressive than

ever and opens up new areas of study with,important day care and school

implications.

18
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